
“I Am Magnificent Me” 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Below is the simple, fun choreography Paula uses when teaching kids this uplifting song for 
the first time.  Once you are feeling the inspiring beat, be creative, move to the groove, and 
make up your own awesome choreography!  Then share it with your friends, family, and 
classmates!  This song is a great way to start each day or brighten the mood anytime you, 
your family, your friends, your class, or your school needs a boost! 
 
 

 
  

1) I am Magnificent Me!  Start squatting down with “bouncy knees,” bouncing and 
pointing to yourself with both thumbs during “I am.”  During “Magnificent Me,” jump as 
high as possible into to the air and reach for the sky!  

2) Just because I’m me, you see!  Yes!  Standing firm, flip both hands out in front of 
your shoulders, palms up, fingers pointing to the sides.  During “I’m me, you see! Yes,” 
point to yourself with both thumbs. 

3) I am Magnificent Me!  Quickly get back down to a squatting position on “bouncy 
knees,” pointing to yourself with both thumbs, and jump up again, reaching for the sky 
on “Magnificent Me!” 

4) As awesome and amazing and special can be!  On “awesome,” grab left upper arm 
with right hand.  On “amazing,” grab right upper arm with left hand.  On “and special 
can be,” hold tight and give yourself a big hug, moving your upper body side to side with 
the music beat. 

5) You are magnificent, too!  On the beat of “You are,” with both pointer fingers, point 
out to someone else.  On “magnificent, too,” jump up as high as you can with arms 
reaching to the sky! 

6) Just because, because you’re you!  Yes!  Standing firm, flip both hands out in front 
of your shoulders, palms up, fingers pointing to the sides.  During “you’re you,” with 
both pointer fingers, point out to someone else on the music beats.  During “Yes,” make 
both hands into fists and pull them down toward you. 

7) You are magnificent, too!  On the beat of “You are,” with both pointer fingers, point 
out to someone else.  On “magnificent, too,” jump up as high as you can with arms 
reaching to the sky! 

8) Awesome and amazing and special, it’s true!  On “awesome,” grab left upper arm 
with right hand.  On “amazing,” grap right upper arm with left hand.  On “and special, 
it’s true,” hold tight and give youself a big hug, moving upper body side to side with the 
music beat. 

Fun SONG choreography! 
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